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Rad*lo*lsotopes Appear on Campus
One of three of the U.S. Atomic Commission's Nobile Radioisotope Labratories is on campus until next week for the UPS
physics department.
A three mn team will present a series of lectures and labratory experiments which will
cover basic counting techniques
and applications of radioisotopes
in physics, chemistry and biology. All laboratory experiments
are performed in the mobile unit
with eight participants in each
two hour lab session.

Mobile laboratory now on campus.

UPS Will Share In
Substantial brant
The University of Puget Sound
will share in a grant of $9,600
from Atlantic Richfield Company, according to Dr. R, Franklin Thompson, UPS president.
The grant for the 1967-68 academic year was made by Atlantic
Richfield to the Independent Colleges of Washington, of which
UPS is a member.
The grant was a substantial
increase over the previous year's
grant, a company spokesman
said. In addition, he said, sev-

eral non-member schools were
named to participate in the (115tribution of funds.
B. J. Shaffer, regional marketing manager for Atlantic Richfield recently presented a check
to Cecil 0. Vance, executive director of the Independent Colleges of Washington in a brief
ceremony in Seattle.
This was the eighth successive
year that the company has made
the grant, which is non-restrictive
in its use by participataing
schools.

The course consists of ten 90
minute lectures (Jan. 8-19), at
5:30-7 Im. in T. H. 146, and
ten 2 hour lab session in two
groups (3-5 p.m. and 7-9 p.m.).
While the lab sessions arelimited to 16 because of space limitations in the mobile unit, the
lectures are open to anyone.
This week Zather Lengcal
from St. Benedict's College has
presented the lectures. They will
cover the detection instruments,
their theory and application.
,Next week Robert L. Walters
from Colorado State University
will present lectures covering the
use of radioisotope methods in
biology, chemistry and geology.
The Mobile Radiological Labratory itself was designed at Oak
Ridge in 1958 and two such vehicles were subsequently presented to the International Atomic
Energy Agency by the U.S.A.E.C. One of these mobile labratories has been used to present
radioisotope technique programs
in Europe, Asia and Africa. The
second unit carries the same type
of program in Central and South
America. Three more units are
now used in the U.S. College
Program conducted by the Oak
Ridge Associated Universities.
A mobile unit is scheduled for
two week periods at selected college campuses. An organized visit as made to the college by a
staff member to aid in making
necessary arrangements.
Under support of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission, Oak
Ridge Associated Universities
provides the mobile labratory,
instructions, all equipment and
most supplies. The college must
supply electrical power, classroom space for lectures and eight
white rats for one of the experiments.
The Mobile Lab will have open
house today from 12 to 2 p.m.
and Monday and Wednesday next
week from 11-2 p.m. Darwin
Chapman, the lab instructor, will
be on hand at these times to
answer any questions.

4-1-4 Adoption Not
Likely For 1968
By Bob Blethen
Whether or not the proposed
4-1-4 program will go into effect
in September of 1968 still remains undecided and will largely
be determined by how quickly
the subject is communicated to
the Board of Trustees.
This new curriculum plan and
academic calendar was recently
approved by the University of
Puget Sound faculty and offers
many major revisions in the present system.
"We hope to make our presentation to the Board of Trustees
very soon," stated Dean Bock,
"hopefully during this month."

UPS Senior to
Hold Chapel

Ray Fife, UPS senior
The final University Chapel of
this semester will be a very special presentation by Ray Fife, a
senior student at UPS, who is
majoring in philosophy and psychology.
On Thursday morning, Jan. 18,
at 11:00, in Kilworth Chapel,
Ray would like to share with you
some of the concerns he has
about being a student and about
education. He plans to "emphasize the difference between wisdom and knowledge and to make
an attempt to define the purpose
for being at a university." "What
considerations does the Biblical
understanding of man offer in
terms of what is important in our
education for growth and selfunderstanding?"

According to Dean Bock, in
order for this plan to become
adopted it must pass through
three phases. First, getting the
program passed by the faculty;
secondly, communicating this
new plan to the Board of Trustees; and thirdly, putting the plan
into action.
The new system, which was
developed by a sub-committee of
the faculty senate and has involved the work of some 60
people, will eliminate the semester hour in favor of academic
units. Each unit will be roughly
the equivalent of four semester
hours of credit, and a student
will normally carry four such
units each semester.
The calendar recommended by
the faculty consists of a fourmonth semester running from
September through Deceniber
and a four-month semester including February through May.
Between these two semesters
would be what the faculty calls
a "Winterim", a one-month semester in January during which
students would be able to take
specially designed innovative
courses.
"The new curriculum plan
has been designed so that thei
will be no conflict in the changeover," Dean Bock stated, "this
plan will nevertheless have to he
very flexible," Bock went on
further to say that: "Whatever
changes have to be made will be
done in favor of the student's
pursuance of his education. There
will be no jeopardizing of a student's progress in his education."
There are presently two matters that will have to be decided
and are being determined by faculty committee. One is the matter
of distribution and the other is
the matter of grading, but little
trouble is expected in reaching
these two decisions.
Ray Fife, who is from Seattle,
Washington, is president of University Church Committee, and
he has been a member of the
Adeiphian Concert Choir for
four years. Last summer he
worked through Senator Magnuson's office, in Washington D.C.,
for the Veterans' Administration
Hospital in the Psychology service. After graduation from UPS
Ray plans to go to seminary
where he hopes to pursue his
special interest in the counseling ministry.
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A Letter
To The
Editor . * + *

eMtftEUflt
(Editor's Note): The following editorial appeared in the ARGUS,
Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington, Ill, and adequately expresses the opinion of the editorial staff of the TRAIL.

*

*

To the Editor:
Off-Campus Students Associa-

*

tion would like to express our
teart-felt appreciation for the

"There has never been a clean war. There has never been
a moral war. There has never been a war that has found a
warm spots in the hearts of the people fighting it or watching
it.

recent grading work done on the
parking lot at North 14th and
Lawrence.
Many of our members have

"Vietnam is no exception. And, like many wars, it will
get worse before it gets better.

complimented the improvement
made to the area, which we formerly called "our mud hole." We

"To stay in Vietnam, the U. S. runs the risk of an encore
performance of Dien Bien Phu, loss of face and/or total war
with Red China. To withdraw, we run the risk of watching
a total takeover of Southeast Asia by Chinese Communists,
loss of face for abandoning our previous commitments and
eventual total war with Red China.
"The alternatives are indeed frightening and seemingly
non-existent. But it would be grossly naive to underestimate
or completely deny the motives of Red China. China has
recently secured or resecured Tibet (depending on one's
politics) and is sniping away at Nepal, India, Sikkim and
toying with Cambodia and Thailand.
Though the administration policies are more tactical
than moralistic when fighting the war, they are more moralistic than tactical when exjlaining the war. It is time that
the American people selected someone who can put the lid
on the credibility gap."
Thank you ARGUS.

*

town students feel that having a
good convenient lot is a great
gain.
We gratefully thank Dr. T and
the administration for giving attention to this problem.
Photo by Mik. Lv da

From The Desk Of

*

The recently-organized Conference for Concerned Democrats (CCD), wants to "dump Johnson." They propose to
support anti-war, anti-Johnson candidates for the national
convention, hopefully getting enough elected to prevent the
renomination of the incumbent.
The CCD plan to get peace delegates elected to the
national convention without focusing on one candidate has
several advantages. It can enlist the aid of the whole spectrum of anti-war, anti-Johnson sentiment, from mild to militant. Importantly, it does not concentrate on one figure,
but rather encourages support for many peace candidates.
If it succeeds, and enough anti-Johnson sentiment is demonstrated, then one popular, competent, acceptable candidate - Kennedy, McCarthy, Fulbright, or whoever - could
step forward, coalisce the forces, and capture the nomination.
If it fails, and there are not enough convention votes to defeat
Mr. Johnson, no one is committed to any particular plan or
candidate.

Central Board started the 1968
such matters as the Public Af-

0 0 0

the week. From all appearances and other bothersome activities.
it should be a credit to the stu- As long as there is no destruction I feel rivalry in Greek Row
dent body and the University.

Daffodil Float. Although the

It's unfortunate that the Uni- is a vital part of campus life. Beversity neighborhood can't ac- sides, if those people are bitch-

Daffodil Float was not allocated

cept college men and fraternities ing now, wait until the parking

money from the ASB budget,

for what they are. In comparison problem shifts to the science

there is still a way to sponsor

with other colleges, our Greek complex side of the campus. An-

one, should the ASB have the

system is fairly conservative and ther thought - if those people

interest. It is unfortunate that

nicey-nice, but the neighbors would move, the apartment-com-

fairs Forum and the traditional

this 13-year tradition should

have filed a petition of complaint muters could be closer to campus.

come to an abrupt end, but there

with the city, protestingthe noise Ce la vie!!

has been no enthusiasm or support from the students.

ups

Central Board has referred
the matter to the students, there-

TRAIL

fore any interested parties are
asked to please indicate positive
or negative viewpoints related to
the 1968 Daffodil Float. In other
words, is there to be or not to be
a UPS float this spring? The answer lies in your minds.
Central Board ratified Red
China as the theme for the 1968

There are innumerable "ifs" in the CCD strategy. It
depends on expert and delicate political maneuvering in
countless difficult situations. There is no reason to be optimistic. But there is a chance; there is a wedge of unrest and
dissatisfaction in the Democratic Party, including respectable
public officials as well as vehement radicals. We believe
that the cause is a good and important one and that the
effort should be made. Unless there is absolutely no better
alternative, we believe that Lyndon Johnson should not be
i'e-elected in 1968.

Bob Haines
Business correspondent
OCSA

k
A**

year with an active dialogue over

*

Sincerely,

"The ROTC program at Tulane instills in a young man a sense
of pride and honor—not only for the uniform which be u'ears, but
also for the history and traditons of the country wltich be
serves,"

Public Affairs Forum. This is
a precedent that should be followed in future years because
students should have the opportunity and privilege to debate
and choose the topic of their
forum. As for this year's topic,
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Our Man Hoppe

AT LAR E
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DISTRIBUTED BY CHRONI CLE FEATURES SYNDICATE
By Arthur Hoppe
The President flew around the
world and then announced he
was going to appeal to our patriotism to stay home this summer - perhaps, say the experts,
by imposing a $5-a-day tax on
American traveling aboard.
The tourist industry is wringing its leis. But the announcement has proved a boon to the
guide book business. Already in
preparation, for example, is a
new work entitled: "Europe on
$5 Less a Day." Excerpts follow:

though, get in the picture. Remember, that's evidence, too.
How To Get Home
To make a Great Circle tour
of your trip you should consider
taking a Czechoslovakian Airliner
to Havana and thence by small
fishing boat to Key West. Should
you be stopped by the Coast
Guard en route be prepared to
say in Spanish: "Madre de Dios!
How glorious it is to escape at
last from Fidel's slave state to
make a new home in the land of
the free."

How To Get There
Planning a trip to Europe this
summer? Remember, getting there
is half the fun. Particularly, if
you don't get caught.
Several interesting routes will
be offered to the tourist this
year. The one that will undoubtedly prove the most popular is
the C.E.C., or Canadian Escape
Corridor.
This tour, which departs regularly on moonless nights, includes an exciting crossing on
the Canadian border on snow
shoes and thence, by Underground Railways, Ltd., to Free
Quebec with overnight stops
along the way in quaint old
barns and haystacks.
There we hoard a luxurious
Mongolian Airways Fokker biplane, which lands regularly on
coded flashlight signal, for the
thrilling hop across the Atlantic.
For the crossing, travel-wise
tournists will want to go light.
A wash-and-wear wet suit and a
stay-pressed parachute should
prove adequate.

Some Do's & Don't
Once abroad, do avoid the tourist traps - these being any wellknowti hotel or restaurant where
U.S. Treasury agents will be
waiting to trap unwary tourists.
Do try to make your trip more
pleasant by memorizing a few
phrases in a foreign tongue. For
instance, you are bound to enjoy your trip more if, when being questioned by a T-Man, you
can respond, "What makes you
think I'm an American, Mac?"
in Hindi or Urdu.
Do take photographs of the
sights you see as evidence for
your scrapbook of where you've
been. Don't, for heaven's sake,

So have an exciting, adventure-filled trip abroad this summer. And don't, above all, miss
the great monuments of Europe
that have so influenced our own
culture. Be sure to see, for example, the Berlin Wall.
Your heart will go out to those
poor victims imprisoned behind
it whose inalienable right to
travel has been abridged by their
totalitarian government.

By Bob Solie
At this week's Central Board
meeting, we toyed with the problem of where to spend the $3,000

Public Affairs Forum

budget.

a long and almost vicious discussion on Topics from "Drugs"
and "Black Power", to "China",
it was decided to devote this
year's Forum to the world situation and center on a study of
China as the direct threat to United States security.
In other, less important business, the Daffodil Float that UPS
has entered in the Daffodil Parade for the last several years
was bagged for lack of interest.
However, if anyone would like to
be chairman of the Float Committee please contact anyone in
the Student Body Office.
Finally, Artists and Lectures is
coming out with a truly outstanding program. After having lost

Pozo Seco Singers
To Appear Here

to Administrative pressures this

The Pozo Seco Singers, a folkrock group, are coming to the
University of Puget Sound fieldhouse Jan. 19 at 8 p.m.
The UPS Artist & Lectures
series is sponsoring the event.
Dave Thomas, A&L chairman,
said, "This is a young, popular
group who have had many successful concerts on campuses
around the country."
All of the members of the group
hail from Texas. They discovered
one another at a campus talent
show and soon were cutting records for Columbia. In addition
to campus tours, they have appeared in night clubs and on the
concert stage. A highlight of their
careers was a performance for
President Johnson and his
friends on the LBJ Ranch.
Their music is varied. They
sing tunes penned by LennonMcCarty and Bob Dylan and
they also perform country and
western music.
Two of their single release hits
are "Time" and "I'll Be Gone."
Tickets are on sale at the Bon
Marche and will also be sold at
the door, according to Thomas.

SECO SINGERS on January 19

fall, they have finally moved into
a program featuring the POZOand ROD McKUEN, the great
mood poet, on about March 23rd.
We still have International Stu-

UPS Frosh Basketball Statistics
Games FG-FGA Pci. FT-FTA Pci. RB A PF
STATISTICS-7 Games

Name

UPS FROSH BASKETBALL
45-109 41.3
Phil Oman
7
24-57
42.1
Joe eWnaweser
7
29-56
51.1
Dave Beba
7
19-46
41.3
Terry Taggart
7
44.7
EYnie Smith
17-38
6
17-50
34.0
Leon Smith
7
12-24
50.0
Bob Robinson
5
Roger Bennett
11-22
50.0
6
10-25
40.0
Mark Richardson
7
37.0
Tom Hilyard
7
10-27
44.0
11-25
Atto Barcha
7
21.1
Mike Chumbley
4
4-19
40.0
Brian Thompson
6-15
6
TEAM
7 215-513 41.9
Results: (4-3)
UPS 70, Pacific Lutheran JVs 49
UPS 82, St. Martin's JVs 85
UPS 71, Olympic College 75
UPS 71, Centralia Community College 81
UPS 93, Tacoma Community College 83
UPS 74, Tacoma Community College 66
UPS 104, Simon Fraser University JVs 62

19-25
21-31
10.32
15-21
16-23
9-13
12-19
6-9
8-11
7-13
3-5
8-14
1-3
135-219

76.0
67.7
31.3
71.4
69.6
69.2
63.2
66.7
72.7
53.8
60.0
57.1
33.3
61.6

28
28
65
32
65
10
23
15
30
39
5
12
7
359

28
14
10
3
5
8
8
15
4
5
2
6
4
112

16
10
22
13
6
9
4
11
18
16
9
7
3
144

TP Ave.
109
69
68
53
50
43
36
28
28
27
25
16
13
565

15.6
9.9
9.7
7.6
8.3
6.1
7.2
4.7
4.0
3.9
3.6
4.0
2.2
80.7

station which will be in operation
next fall.
The committee has been having
weekly meetings to discuss station
policy and operation and to put
the radio station on firm ground
with a charter and proposals as a
technician or disc-jockey, you
should contact one of the com-

WONDERFUL
OLD-STYLE
GERMAN FOOD

mittee members: Rocky Smith,
Reg Briggs, Dave Neiser, Candt
Campbell, Mr. Dale Bailey, or
myself as soon as possible.

The Bavarian
204 North K at Division
MA 7-5010

dent ID's for those going abroad

Visit Our

this summer. Only $2.00 for unlimited benefits around the world.

S.U.B.A.

RATHSKELLER

Contact Mrs. Heatley in the ASB

FEB. 7-14

German Beverages Served

Office for more details.

_.1_.

In other areas outside of Cen-

Start the
New
Year
RIGHT!

tral Board, the KUPS Radio Station committee has been diligently at work setting the foundations for our new closed-system

Sjce14

.

first.

JEWELRY

Decide What You Want to Save For

Sales and Service for
Acc utro n
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS - RADIOS

(01

A New Car. A Trip. A College Education

second...
Find Out What it Will Cost
(01

2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

Check to see if your goal can be seved for reasonably
out of your income and how long it will take to do it;
which brings you to.

third...
Determine the Amount You Must Save Each Payday
(01

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

Decide on the amount you will have to lay aside each
week or month to reach the goal in the time you
have set. Which leaves only

fourth...
Save Regularly to Reach Your Goal

new era
cleaners says...

Free

LI rain today?

Delivery

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123 North 26th

5K 2-6667

Yourralecoat will shrug off those showers all right, but will it
repel greasy spills? It will if it's been treated with Scotchgar&
Brand Fabric Protector at (Name) cleaners. And so will all your
Other clothes, slip covers, and good bedspreads. Neot time you
bring in an order for drycleaning, ask us about the unique oil
and water repellency you can get With a professional application
of Scotchgard Fabric Protector.

NEW ERA CLEANERS
2621 North Proctor
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

5K 9-3501

Subtract the amount from your pay envelope before you
spend a penny and save it every payday. Save it here
where thousands are saving for the better things of
life and where it will earn a high interest.

Ask about
postage-free
Bank By A/Jail
service

CALIFORNIA
ORLCON

.\lLMtER F I). I. C.

OF C%JIFOIIMA
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
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The B*ie Move to

Photos by Gary Eddy

Students enjoy luxuries of Thompson Hall.

I

4

T-Hall exhibits a wonderland
of new and exciting equipment.

Drop in Tonight at "THE OFFICE"
The Pizza is Worth the Trip

•
-

UT

;

-

Open Daily
4:30

1:30

TYPEWRITER
HEADQUARTERS

North Proctor
Bowl

RENTALS

3806 N. 26th

$6.00 PER MONTH

FOR YOUR BOWLING
PARTIES

rA

i. o R

OFFICE MACHINES

Across from Jason Lee
Jr. High School

PARKING
AVAILABLE

Rental Purchase Plan

SERVICE & SUPPLIES

2040-6th Avenue
5K 2-5200

Sunday 2:00 - 9:30

SMITH

-

3410 North Proctor

CORONA

PORTABLES TOOl

SK 2-6262
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High Flying Western 13-1
Sets Down In Logger Country
For Tuesday Night Game
Puget Sound's high-flying bas- 97 in a game that was just as
ketball team, with their eyes set close as the score indicates.
on a NCAA College Division post- Against tenacious Western
season playoff bid, will travel to Washington, the Loggers face a
Seattle• tomorrow night to take team that plays the game Coach
on Seattle Pacific, before return- Russ Wilkersen fears most-ball
ing home next Tuesday to meet control. The Vikings won their
once-beaten Western. Washington. first nine games-the longest win
At press time, the Loggers had streak of any college team in the
won eight games in a row and area this season-and in the prowere preparing to tackle Port- cess held opponents to just 66.3
land State and St. Martins. points per game, the lowest mark
In Seattle Pacific, UPS will in the Northwest. Simon Fraser
tangle with a well balanced team almost upset Puget Sound by
that is just starting to play the playing a slow down type offense,
ball they are capable of. The and Western can be expected to
Falcon's have been led to 18 play much the same way-but
points a game from Bob Burrows, with more finesse. Forwards Paul
and feature a tall and talented Hallgrimson (15.3ppg) and Ed
front line that avearges 6-6. The Rogel (12.0) and Guard Mike
two teams have met once before Clayton (15.0) are Western's top
this season, UPS prevailing 103- point producers.

WESTERN ROUTS
WRESTLERS 31-8
The Logger wrestling squad
suffered a throbbing 31 to 8 defeat against Western last Friday.
Bob Hunt continued to be the
most impressive performer, decisioning his opponent 6-3 in the
unlimited division. Hunt has been
facing opponents who outweigh
him by 50 pounds. Jerry Meyerhoff, the Loggers' other con-?
sistent winner, added five points
to the score on his weight's forfeit.
123-Potts (WW) won by '9orelt; 1 30
-Webbor (WW) pinned Beckstead, 7:37;
137-D. Anderson (WW) pinned Josey.
4:26; 145-B. Anderson (WW) won by
forfeit; 252-Thomas (WW) dec. Cook,
9-3; 160-Meyerhofl (UPS) won by forfelt; 167-Rasmussen (WW) pinned .Jsckson, 4:10; 177-Walt (WW) dec. Gray,
1-2; unlimIted-Hunt (UPS) dec. Barker,
6-3.

Ski Buffs do it!
Gripping Grappler: JerryMeyer hoff, one of the Loggers top
wrestlers will weigh in at 160 pounds when the Loggers
take on SPC tonight.

Beta Pledges Bor nb Sigma Nu
By Dick Walsh
One overcasty, restless Saturday afternoon, the pledge classes
of Sigma Nu and Beta Theta Pi
finally met to discover which one
was more professional in the art
of football. The battle-field chosen
was Jefferson Field.
The Sigma Nu's who held a
12-6 overtime victory against the
Sigma Chi's, possessed probably
the most potent ensemble of
players ever assembled under one
Greek House. They were overly
blessed with the 3 S's; Size,
Strength, and Speed. The Beta's
some what living off their older
brother's reputation, were small
and somewhat uncertain, but
they did posses a quarterback and
had great speed. Bob Cason hit
Hugh Larkin with two scoring
tosses of 65 and 50 yards set up
another to Larkin on a 60 yard
rocket on the first play of scrimmage, tossed one more to Craig
Westerweller and ran for ten
yards and the final T.D. to give
the Betas a 30 to 0 lead. The two
odd points were obtained by
Henry Johnson's head-butting
rush with help from Steve "Golden Gloves" Dawson.

GEN. THIEU

The John Leith led Nu'ers
threatened numerous times. Roy
Bogrand grabbed a few passes
but they just couldn't come up
with Big Bomb. Plenty of unnecessary roughness penalties
plagued the Sigma Nu's, as the
Beta's were called for defensive
clipping.
The lone Sigma Nu score came
when Bogrand cut up the center behind the tough blocking
Frank Vietenheimer and Jerry
Meyerhoff and rambled off 50
yards down the sidelines.
But it was fire hot passing of
Cason and the jackrabbit catching of Larkin that pushed the
Betas to a surprising victory.
Paul Robinson intercepted five
Nu'er passes to lead the Beta defense to an almost shutout.

For men who want to he where the
action is. Very schussy, Very iasCu line. ALL-PURPOSE L0 ON.
$2.50. $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.
fl F'VUDLCT CF VLSI VOSIPSNE INC

SCHAUM'S

OUTLINE
SERIES

~ Theory

NI)LTII\ -CLI, N 1

and Solved Problems

COLLEGE PHYSICS ............ ..... ....$2.50

LAPLACE TRANSFORMS .............$3.15

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY ... ............... $2.50

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

First Yr. COLLEGE MATHEMATICS $3.25

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY ..........$2.50

COLLEGE ALGEBRA ...................... $2.50

ENGINEERING MECHANICS ........$3.25

VIV0!Cg 450 SOLVED PROBLEMS

$4 50

.

.CIId!Ig 1 940 SOLVED PROBLEMS

TRIGONOMETRY .......................... $1.95

THEORETICAL MECHANICS ........$3.15

MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE ........ $2.50

LAGRANGIANDYNAMICS.$3.95

PVCO!Cg 720 SOLVED PROBLEMS

STATISTICS .................................. $3.50

STRENGTH OF MAT(RIALS ........$3.25

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY ................ $1 15

FLUID MECHANICS
& HYDRAULICS ...............$3.50

,ICILO,PR 430 SOLVED PROBLEMS

CALCULUS ...... ................... .......... $3.25

,VIpd,7g ''S SOVVEO PROBLEMS

FLUID DYNAMICS .......................$395
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ........ $2.95

7,IVO,9l 00 SOLVED PROBLEMS

ELECTRIC CIRCUITS ....... ... .... .... $3.50
SET THEORY
and Related Topics ...... $2.50
FINITE MATHEMATICS ......... ....... $3.25

w.!It.TI& I I

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

$3.15

. .
,7VFVOPB ISO SOVVED PROBLEMS

FEEDBACK &
CONTROL SYSTEMS

MODERN ALGEBRA ....................... $3.25

PEOBVOS

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN $3.15
LINEARALGEBRA .............. $3.95
.,IVa,Pg 600 SOLVED POODLE MS

TONTS
BARBER SHOP
TONY

RAY
Props.

-

-

KEN

3814 1/2 North 26th

MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS

$3.25

..

MATRICES ........................... ......... $3.25
MACHINE DESIGN ..... ................ $3.50
PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY

$3.50

GENERAL TOPOLOGY . ................... $3.50

BASIC EQUATIONS of
ENGINEERING SCIENCE ......$2.50

VECTOR ANALYSIS

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA ..............$1.95

.................. .. .. .

$3 25

ADVANCED CALCULUS ................ $3.15

PLANE GEOMETRY

COMPLEX VARIABLES ..... ........ . $3.15

TEST ITEMS IN EDUCATION

$1.95
...

$2.50

'lull
t!JLJLI

n on nnuman

LIVE
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The Logger Basketball Team had a poor night against
Simon Fraser, but could have approached their scoring average
of 99 plus points a game if the Clansmen had not stalled so
much before shooting.

*

*

UPS is one of the few teams in the country with three
players averaging over twenty points a game. Only two points
separate John Smith, Argie Rymes, and Dave Lindstrom who
are all from Phoenix. No wonder Phoenix temperatures have
dropped since last year.
*

*

*

Use Trail

*

It is nice to see the swimming team off to such a good
start in dual-meet competition. Their victory over Western
was impressive. Lyndon Meredith may repeat as a national
champion in the backstroke. And Freshman Pete Hamilton
starts like he's being fired from a torpedo tube in his freestyle
event.

*

pedal

The UPS swim team defeated
Pacific Lutheran 81 to 33 in a
swim meet held at 'press time'.
The Loggers captured every first
place except two: the 1 meter
diving and the breaststroke,
where all Puget Sound swimmers
were disqualified. Pete Snider
set a Logger record by scoring
227 points. The old record was
214. The water was exceptionally
warm for any sprint or distance.
records to be set.

Hugh Larkin, Sports Editor

*

wimmin g

*

The Packers have the enthusiam at home and three
straight National Football League Championships in their
pockets besides 30,000 extra dollars, but they are playing in
Miami, not in Minus thirteen degree weather in their home
town. The edge goes to the Oakland Raiders, who dominated
their league and want a World Championship more than the
two-time winning Packers. The Super Bowl will be held
January 16 in the Orange Bowl.

Argie Rhymes' quickness gets him two points before this
Linfield cager knew of his absence. The Loggers went on to
topple high-scoring Linfield 111-94.
Phoenix Flashes Filled Gap

F

ATTENTION

u;A:1

L VEO

With your Wivu...
Wi

•

III

kiq to Sill

HEARTS .v.y....

ha.k b gain thti, aIndts

I, lend,.. a,. Iryi.9 b

UPS Eyes NCAA Tourney Bid

gal

....

if,.,, O,'t

011tWhoUse,ndrlan,influs to,
Loo,ng Cen. end Greet Aee,en.ndn
..40u%etwtron.9,%.,y,to,.

A year ago if the University
On Saturday, Simon Fraser, a
of Puget Sound scored 100 points
97-90 victim of Puget Sound's
in a basketball game, most would run-run game earlier in the sea.
f
.....................
consider it the offensive perforson, decided to change their
t...
.,.r
..d
mance of the year.
strategy—and it almost worked.
This year if Puget Sound The Clansmen slowed the game
doesn't score 100 points in a
down, taking only good shots and
SHOP RITE
*
*
I
*
basketball game, the first question
stayed close to the Loggers the enore 5 21st& Alder
a
asked is, "What went wrong?"
tire game, tying it on a pair of
The biggest farce this year in Seattle, besides the Huskies
After losing their opening two
free throws with 13 seconds rewas the Post Intelligencer's Man of the Year selection. It was
games of the season, the Loggers
maining.
SELECT YOUR
given to Harvey Lanman, director of athletics in the Metro
have proceeded to reel off eight
After a time out, Don Burrell
TYPEWRiTER
straight victories, scored over 100
took the ball down court, drove
League. He was the main reason for laying the astro turf
points in six of them, broke nine the key, and put up a 15 foot jump
in the Seattle Center Prep Stadium, but all he had to do was
AT
school scoring records, and placed
shot. It missed, but steady Terry
sign a paper. It must be a prank to bring recognition to the
themselves squarely in the middle
Hammond pumped in the rebound
H. D. Baker Co.
new invention on a national level. What happened to Dave
of the fight for a NCAA College
to give the Loggers a 74-72 win
Williams or Billy Schumacher and other deserving nominees?
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J
Division playoff berth.
and keep their streak intact.
BR 2-3226
Since winning the Daffodil
This was a perfect criticism for Chuck Bolland, but he actually
The three Phoenix, Arizona,
Classic
in
early
December,
Puget
transfers,
Argie
Rhymes,
John
praised the P.I.'s selection. Maybe Chuck will win the award
Rent—$6 mo.—Buy
Sound has beaten Alaska and
Smith and Dave Lindstrom, led
next year.
Simon Fraser twice, Linfield (111UPS scorer's in both games with
a
*
*
94), Humboldt State (116-110),
38, 30 and 28 points respectively.
and drew praise from opposing • The best player on the court, howCongratulations to John Heinrich, Bob Ryan, and Coach
coaches like; 'that's the best team
ever, had to be Burrell. The
we've played", and "Puget Sound • flashy, backcourt ace easily handRuss Wilkerson on their advancements in the school's athletic
is as exciting a team as I've seen
led both Linfield's and Simon
department.
this year".
Fraser's full court presses, con*
*
*
Last Friday against Linfield,
tributed 23 points in two nights,
the Loggers, slowed by their two
sunk two crucial free throws at
Human beings are becoming so fast that they almost
week layoff, found themselves
the end of the SFU game, and
need a parachute to stop. It's like going to the drags when
behind 28-23 111/2 minutes into handed out an amazing number
of 25 assists.
oyu watch a meet with Charley Green, Billy Gaines, Mel the game. Then, they called time
pulled together to run off 11 unPnder, and 0. J. Simpson in it. In the All-American games
answered points to grab the lead
held in San Francisco, four of the sprinters crashed into the
COLLEGE men & women
built it to 49-41 at intermission
walls or skidded along the floor when one of them became
and then broke loose with a 64
tangled in the restraining rope. The only one to survive it
point second half to win the gam
JOBS ARE WAITING for young men and women with business
going away, 111-94.
was Simpson . . . wonder why??
skills and college training! Our specialized courses in accounting,
business administration and secretarial skills can qualify you
for a position where you can make the most of your college
education and where advancement opportunities are unlimited.
You can quickly gain a foothold in the career of you,r choice finance, industry, civil service, publishing, or television. Free
placement. Send for your free booklet, "How to Add Earning
OIL SERVICE
Power to Your College Training."
end,,. 1.1 that. Lidy Sh,,Wr ShOu

be t,.el.d .ith GOn

Car end Op-

•tSbefl... ehdn,h.snogslo,

greneris

and L.N. if

.a 1.1

th.wm.ny

A

L

Tomorrow

TEWS

Is Cancelled
—God

STUDENT LIFE,
Washington University,
St. Louis, Mo.

Automatic Fill - Courteous Service
Budget Terms - Credit on Approval
Complete Automotive Service and
Car Repairs

6th Ave. and Union

5K 9-4502

KNAPP COLLEGE

TACOMA
WASH.

Telephone MA 7-2 181 - Tenth & Pacific Ave.
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Free Pick-Up and

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

Delivery at Dorms
Watch andiewelry Repair
GUARANTEED

"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

YELLOW CAB

IN at 9:00
Out at 5:00

OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO

BR 2-3063

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

Howell's
Sporting Goods, Inc.
"The Finest in Athletic
Equipment"
922 Commerce
FU 3-2653

Heart

Lung Resuscitator
Service

-

-

1121

ATHLETE

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?

EXPERT

OF THE WEEK

Try
PAT'S

Terry Hammond, a 6-4,

North 21st and Oakes

WORKMANSHIP

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR

195 lb. junior from Everett

Come and See Us

2703 6th Avenue
-

has been tabbed as an outstanding Logger for his performance last week. Terry

STAMP IT!
IT'S THE RAGE
MODEL
ANY

Fa rley's

led the Loggers in scoring

REGULAR

last week but has been over-

$

shadowed this year. How-

3 LINE TEXT

The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. '/" x 2".

Flowers
"a good place to buy"

ever, he has been a key fig-

Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guarant..d

1620- 6th Ave.

ure in the Loggers' past win-

MA 7-7161

fling streak. Against Simon

THE MOPP Co.
P. 0. Box 18623 Lenox Squar. Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

Frazier, Terry broke a 7474 tie with a lay-up with 3

Old King Cold's

seconds remaining in the

Happy

Not A Merry Old Soul

game which gave the Loggers

New

To Prevent Sniffles, Sneezes, Coughs
and Wheezes.

their eighth straight victory.

Stay away from people who have
colds.

Terry is fourth in scoring

Get the amount of sleep you require
each night.

with 92 points and a 42.2%

Get 3 well balanced meals a day.

field accuracy and has picked

Protect yourself against sudden tern.
perature changes.

Year
Again
Last
Year-

Si

We Were

BOWLED OVER'

off 99 important rebounds.

BUT
If you d0 catch a cold and cough

Lyndon Meredith won the

Fight Back With

Coryban D (old Capsules
24 capsules -$129

swimmers' award for this
week and Bob Hunt claimed

rapid])' to rehear thn000r]octo Ci throocomo,, cold h,,asaI
congestion. headache, 000,010, .,ch,o end po,nol. Itelienea
coon 000g,st,00 do, ho th,00m0000 cold o,hd hoe cede,.

the wrestlers' best perform-

Did you know these cold facts about the
Common Cold?

__~1 0

S.ee.eS .edrrtd.tg,.

f — ls. y 1

I

BOWLERS AND TEAM SPONSORS!

Saying 'THANKS'
Is Right Up Our 'Alley'
Along With Our Best Wishes
to All In 1968.
-

ance., The 'Athlete of the

Bay. get ,00ce cold. th.a Stein.
Chirken noap nod other not toads do not car, cold,.
Tfl.t 42, at tt,, Peon, hOning nolan deonlop a

Week' will be chosen from

Vt ant,,, get.com raid, than nan.
Thin people onion .nare cold, than tat people.

these three category winners.

Dean Drug Co.

TOWER. LANES
6323 6th Avenue
or call SK 9-3583
HOURS 9 A M. 1 A M.
-

6th and Cakes FU 3-252 5

.

-

.

TRAIL
Winter Brings
"White" Snow

Publications
JOHNSON

-

Want Ads Bring

COX CO.

Compositors Printers Lithographers
726 Pacific Ave

11

BR 2-2238

"Green" Cash
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HAPS!
BASKETBALL
Saturday - UPS at Seattle Pacific, 8 p.m.
Tuesday - Western Wn. at UPS, 8 p.m.
SWIMMING
Portland
State at UPS, 3 p.m.
Today
WRESTLING
Tonight - UPS at Seattle Pacific, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday - UPS at PLU, 2 p.m.
Wednesday - Green River at UPS, 7 p.m.

Friskie Freshmen Tame Titans

"Family Effort" ... Argie Rymes (53) bounds for a stuff shot against Simon Fraser. Terry Hammond (45) waits for important outcome. The Loggers shade the Clansmen 76-74 on Hammond's
only game shot. The Loggers are ranked 6th record-wise of the nations top NCAA teams.

PUGET SOUND BASKETBALL VARSITY STATISTICS-10 Games
Games FG-FGA PcI. FT-ETA PcI. RB
A
PF TP Ave.

John Smith
Argie Rhymes
Dave Lindstrom
Charles Lowery
Don Burell
Rich Hand
Bill Sissom
Kent Whjtselj
Don Gustafson
Ed Home
Darrell Butler
Mark Estill

10
10
10
10
10
9
10
8
7
7
5
3

97-181 53.6
17.26
77-173 42.2
51.82
78-157 49.7
32-35
36-103 35.0
10-19
25-62
40.3
19-25
16-45
35.6
16-24
1-1
23-59
39.0
2-8
25.0
7-9
3-6
50.0
1-3
42.9
1-4
3-7
1-6
16.7
2-6
0-0
00.0
0-0
TEAM(REBOUNDS
388-871 44.0 195-288
364-866 42.0 170-244

UPS Totals
10
Opponents
10
RESULTS: 8-2)
UPS 76, Pacific Lutheran 81
Ups oi, Los Angeles State 94
UPS 101, Seattle Pacific 96
UPS 108, University of Alaska 76
UPS 106, University of Alaska 95
UPS 116, Humboldt State 110
UPS 97, Simon Fraser University 90
UPS 111, Linfield 94
UPS 74, Simon Fraser 72

65.4
62.2
90.3
52.6
76.0
66.7
100.0
77.8
33.3
25.0
33.3
00.0
62
67.7
69.7

Ernie Smith scored a layin to
break a 43-43 deadlock which put
the Loggers in front permanently.
They then scored five straight
points to assure them of victory.
But the Titans did not stop even
though trailing 71-58, they connected on four straight buckets
to reduce the deficit to five points,
but time was running out with
only 23 seconds remaining in the
game.
Ernie Smith grabbed 19 rebounds to take top honors, while
Oman's 18 points were high for
the game.

Frosh Strokers Streak

UPS LOGGER STATISTICS
Name

The muscle of Ernie Smith,
the shooting of Phil Oman, and
the speed of Leon Smith propelled
the UPS frosh to a 74-66 victory
over Tacoma Community College
last Friday night.
Coach Sam Mitchell's Logger
freshmen (3-3) bolted to a 9-2
lead, but the scrappy Titans
fought to take a 16-15 lead. The
lead exchanged several times before the Titans built up a 32-28
advantage shortly before hail.
The Li'L Loggers tied it up at
33-33 and Oman sank a 12 foot
jumper at the buzzar to give UPS
a 35-33 half-time lead.

126
133
42
56
23
8
31
9
7
7
4
1

17
4
29
17
75
8
7
2
1
0
2
0

18
32
29
25
23
8
4
10
6
6
2
1

211
205
188
82
69
48
47
11
7
7
4
0

21.1
20.5
18.8
8.2
6.9
5.3
4.7
1.4
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.0

607
545

179
115

184
203

971
898

97.1
89.8

Meredith, Hamilton Pace
UPS to 7371 Downing of
Western Washington State
University of Puget Sound
freshmen scored victories in six
of the 10 individual events as
the youthful Logger squad
opened its dual-meet s e a s o n
Saturday with a 73-31 trouncing
of Western Washington State
College at UPS' Hugh Wajlace
Memorial Pool.
Puget Sound senior Lyndon
Meredith, a national small-collana nhnovnninn fwn

xTAnrc Saran

We Have the Finest in
Imported and Domestic
Perfumes and Colognes

/1

meet.
400 medley relay-i, Puget Sound
(Meredith, Payne, Fredrickson, Martin).
3:53.6.
1,000 freestyle-i, Kimberley (uPs); 2,
Hilleren (uPs); 3. champagne (WW).
ii :42.4.
200 freestyle-I, Vans (UPS);

2,

W I

-

I.t

Ling-

Iey (WW); 3, Duprea (UPS). 1:55.9.
50 freestyle-i, Hamilton (UPS); 2,
Veifl, (WW(; 3, Hilleren (UP'S). :24.1.
200 Individual medley-i, Otness (UPS);
2, Hopper (WW); 3, LeVois ('NW), 2:23.5.
Diving-i, Allen (WW); 2, Snyder
(UPS); 3, Knudson (UPS). 214.75 points.
200 butterfly-i, Fredrickson (UPS); 2,
LeVois (WW); 3, Hayden (WW). 2:11.9.

- .To Make Milady's
New Year more Glamorous
and exciting
jol, NINA RICCI
Coao,-Jo,,

po HOUBIGANT
Chontilly

REvLON

e

A Q ..m.-

Copoc,,

po LANVIN

LENTHERIC

j

Toned
SI, a ng ho

A,poge

y.#CHANEL
j

o CARVEN
M. Gr1fe
Roy,, PU,, Son
V,,,.E,BIa,,o

5DuBARRY
S,c,n Wnd

j.0 COTY

-

LOngo,,
En,e,ocd.
L'A,,,,00-Poo,

5..GUERLAIN
.holnna,

BOURJOIS
- Eoo,,,ng
In

po DANA
b1-,PIohn.

SHULTON

-

An,bc,h
E,,o,
Son Voyage

,

0,,,;1 FIon,
E,caead,
Fn,ndchp Go,don
Ea,Iv Amer.Old Snioe

PRINCE
MATCHABELLI

MAX FACTOR

Wn,d Song
St,adoo,i
GoId,n A,,,,nn
Addod Arocl,on

Hvnno'gae

FABERGE

Also Di,tincBivS
Men', ToiIetiei,
including:

EI,c,qco

Aph,nd,c,a
Voodhc,
FIa,nb,ao

,.- ELIZABETH
ARDEN
es,, Ge,,,,
J0

boo

,#

*UBINSTEIN
Aaple
CoonnondP,,fo,nnonc.

En,o,on

Both Aoc,oyo,,e,

,- ILANCHARD
Eo,ning 51cr
Ca,,fI,ct

)OnIO,oyV

FABERGE'
Aph,odc;o
whoe
B,,,,

HELENA

to JEAN NATE'

REVLON
Thai Man
To,, B;o,

DANA
po YARDLEY'S
.# MAX FACTOR
.# SHULTON
loo
k.0

.

LEATHER
RUSSIAN
LEATHER
JADE EAST

PROCTOR PHARMACY &
EARL ACKER FINE GIFTS

"The most complete drug and
gift store under the sun"
3818 NORTH 26TH
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Former Classmates Reunited in France

WAHLGREN'S

Four University of Puget Sound of Escondido, California. The
students and Miss Ruth Jen- three Tacoma girls are the daughkins, former headmistress at ters of Dr. and Mrs. Martin NdAnnie Wright Seminary, had an son, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dale
unplanned reunion Christmas Eve Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Emerin Nice, France. son H. Wonders.
Wendy Wonders, a 1964 graduate of Annie Wright Seminary,
recognized Miss Jenkins, as did
Andrea Farmar, who attended
the Bishop School in Southern
California where Miss Jenkins
is now headmistress.

Action Brings Star to UPS Alum
CLEVELAND, Dec. 29
A
Bay Village Coast Guard Officer
today received the Bronze Star
Medal for his performance of
duty while serving in Vietnam.
Lieutenant Commander Donald
G. Kneip of 24914 Wolf Road,
was presented the medal by Rear
Admiral Charles Tighe, Commander, Ninth Coast Guard District, on behalf of President Johnson.
The 38-year-old officer, now
serving on the staff of Admiral
Tighe as assistant chief, reserve
division, was awarded the coveted medal and a citation for outstanding service between October
1966 and May 1967. During that
time he served as assistant officer
in charge of the Coast Guard
Port Security and Waterways Detail operating in Vietnam.
Kneip was the first officer to
be assigned to that position and
was instrumental in its success.
The sitation indicated that his
"extensive knowledge and expertise enabled him to formulate
policies and implement procedures
to provide maximum security
from available resources for ports,
barge sites and harbors in the
Republic of Vietnam."
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank J.
Kneip, 3563 South Monroe
Street, Tacoma, Kneip was born
and raised in Tacoma and received his schooling at Oakland Ele-

A World Of

Fashions!
Awaits too at

MARGI E'S
APPAREL

Foreign Students
Must Take Notice!
Mr. John P. Boyd, District
Director, Immigration and Naturalization Service, advised today
that every alien in the United
States is required by law to report his address to the Government during the month of Janu-

\

S

SPORTSWEAR
COORDINATES,
DRESSES, COATS,
SUITS ond
ACCESSORIES.
And you'll enjoy the
worn, friendly necrption
the leinorely poe,
re Shopper9.
See you can at

It

/V1a""'Apparel
Where Fashion is always First
3815 No. 26th

TACOMA AIRPORTER
RADIO DISPATCHED

FU 3-1555

The
Red
Carruage
Now Serving:
Fried Chicken
Prawns
Hamburgers

~
7

Hard Rock Music
and Dancing

tions were diplomats and foreign

Stag Girls

WED. SAT.
1107 Tacoma Ave.

representatives of certain international organizations such as
the United Nations.

Admitted Free

NO ONE UNDER 211

ary. He said that the only excep-

-

r-

.

Mr. Boyd stated that cards for
making the address report can be
obtained from any Post Office
or office of the Immigration and
Naturaliation Service during the
month of January. He added that
noncitizens who wilfully fail to
make the required address report could be subject to serious
penalties.

7

BEAN BURRITOS
Tortilla with cheddar cheese,
refried pinto beans, ground
beef, rolled & deep fried.
SEASONED TO YOUR TASTE

lO Drink Of Your Choice

you II And the

Limosine For Charter

Miss Farmar is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Farmar

— — — — —

I
I
I

MA 7-0127

OLIVER TAXI

Miss Wonders and Miss Nelson, who are roomates during the
sexolesS.er In roone, went, on io
Naples for New Year's.

171rel)
I:

Cam pus

widestteI,ctoo of
Book-To.SuhooI
Apparel we've eve,
ofle,ed. Teetptng

mentary, Jason Lee Junior High
and 1948, was graduated from
Stadium High School.
Following high school, he served
three years with the Marine Corp
Reserves. In September 1949, he
entered the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma, earning his
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1952.
For the next 10 years, he taught
in the Washington Public School
system, followed by 16 months
with the Oregon Schools in Portland. During this time, he received his Master's Degree in Education from the University of Puget
Sound.
In 1958, Kneip entered the
Coast Guard Reserve in Seattle,
Washington. Receiving his commission as ensign, he attended
reserve meetings while teaching.
In January 1964, Kneip came
on active duty and was alsigned
to the Coast Guard Base in Ainmeda, California. During the next
21 months he trained Coast
Guard recruits.
Assigned to Saigon, Vietnam in
September 1966, he served as
Executive Officer of the Port
Security Detachment for the next
12 months.

205 No. Yakima

& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

The two other coeds in the
party were Nancy Smith and
Karen Nelson. The four are members of a 30-student group studying in Rome under the UPS
Semester Abroad program.

Lt. Commander Kneip receiving award.

Fine Florists
WE DELIVER

L1±
E _
ALL IN YOUR ORDER
T'S READY WHEN YOU
ARRIVE!

Mon. thru Thurs. & Sun.
10A.M. to 12 P.M.
Friday and Saturday
10 A.M. to 1:30 A M.
.

Tacoma
Lakewood
Olympia
4427 .6th Ave. 108th Bridgeport Way 2203 Pacific Ave.

.J
fl

\

V

I

DIAMONIJS

j:

Select
witil

jir,4

J

(:ollfi(lt'I)ce

:1
Our 78 years of Serving Tacoma
assures you the utmost in QUALITY,

COLOR and BRILLIANCE. "Better Value
too, con,sistent with the high quality offered
Priced $50.00 to $3000.00
For Christmas Gifts of Lasting Quality in
Diamonds - Watches - Jewelry & Silver Shop Mierow's
Extended Budget Terms
No Interest
No Carrying Chrge
Open Mondays 'till 9 p.m

IL%I I E I{ 0 \%T 5
900

Broadway
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CUSTOM WEDDING
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PHOTOGRAPHY
We take the pictures YOU
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Sooner or Iaier
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Proctor
Quality always does
Try us
Haircuts
Hairstyling
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Call BR 2-1007
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Study Abroad
Very Exciting
Five scholarships of $1000 each
are available to qualified students applying to the Institute for
American Universities for an
academic year at Aix-en-Provence, in Southern France. In
addition, an $800 French Government Scholarship, reserved for
French majors, and 25 tuition
grants, are awarded each year,
The $1,000 scholarships are
divided among majors in French,
Literature, Fine Arts, History,
Social Sciences and Mediterranean Area Studies. (They are not
available to students enrolled in
the I.A.U. Summer Program or
the I.A.U. Semester Program in
Avignon). Information about the
Institute for American Universities is available in college libraries, Foreign Study ofices, or
French Departments.
Applications should be made by
air mail directly to:
Institute for American
The Director
Institute for American
Universities
27 Place de l'Universite
or
2 bis, rue du Bon-Pasteur
13 - Aix-en-Provence France
Telephone (91) 27-82-39
Attention: Students of Spanish! Former students of Spanish! There is still time to join
an exciting program of study
this summer at the famous Vox
Instituto Internacional de Lenguguas (Vox International Lanuage Institute) of Spain. This
institution draws th most distinguished and renowned professors of Spain. It has a good academic program and is ideal as
a base of excursion to points of
cultural and historic interest.
As an added interest there will
be an initial stop in Paris. the
most glamorous gateway to Europe, before proceeding to Madrid. Applications will be accepted through January 25. Contact Dr. Acosta at her office in
the Music Building this week
in order to know the cost of the
Program, accommodations, credit
hours. Don't delay! This is the
opportunity of a lifetime!

T-D Announces
Scholarship
Delta Delta Delta has announced its local and national scholarship competition for 1968. ALL
full-time undergraduate women
students are eligible to apply.
Scholarship awards are based
upon academic record, contribution to campus life, and financial
need.
One scholarship award in the
amount of $300 is available to the
successful candidate from the
UPS campus. A recipient of a
local award will he placed automatically in competition for one
of the $100 national awards.
Applications may be acquired
from Miss Mary N. Longland,
Asst. Dean of Women, Jones 115
beginning Wednesday, January
17th. Completed applications must
be returned no later than March
1, 1968.
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New Morality
CLASSIFIED

Chastity Implies Fulfillment
Has the 'new morality," spearheaded by The Pill and bolstered
by a decline in fears that "something will go wrong," freed all
teen-agers for lives of untrammeled erotic ecstasy? Are virgins as
"out" as Edsels and Shirley
Temple movies?
While a cursory reading of
some youth-oriented roadsigns
might give that impression, there
is another side to the story of the
"new morality," one which its
adherents say is being downgraded. The case is expressed by
Ernest Gordon, Dean of the University Chapel at Princeton University, in an article in the January Reader's Digest. Says Dean
Gordon:
"I am convinced that there is
emerging a powerful case, perhaps a new case, for chastity.
Simply put, it is this: Sexual
freedom, under the so-called
'new morality,' should be regarded by today's youth as a challenge
to their freedo,n of choice. And
freedom of choice, in the area of
sex as elsewhere, involves the
demand to choose for oneself, influenced by neither old-fogy fears
nor hipster pressures, the course
that will contribute to the richest
and fullest life."
In Dean Gordon's view, "choosing for oneself" will often result
in the choice of chastity. He
Ijoints to the Kinsey report,
which found that 58 percent of
college-bound males had no sex
experience, and that 80 percent
of unmarried girls ages 16 to
20 were virgins. "More recent
surveys of both sexes reveal scant
change in these figures," he said.
While The Pill may have removed the fear of pregnancy from
a sex relationship, it cannot take
away the lowered self-esteem that
may result from promiscuous beheavior, the author writes.. "Indeed, near the top of the list
of the costs of unchastity is a
very much lowered self-esteem-

yet the power to love another
rests on the ability to respect oneself."
Noting that most young people
want a sincere and permanent
relationship, Dean Gordon asserts
that chastity will help to insure
this goal. 'Chastity does not mean
a denial of sexuality; on the contrary, it implies its fulfillment."
On the other hand, studies of
married couples have shown that
those who were promiscuous before marriage stand less chance
of being happy maritally, says
Dean Gordon.
"From experience," he writes,
"I am forced to conclude that
chastity and monogamy are
twins. They stand for the dignity
of both the man and the woman."

Space Program
To Be Outlined
By Experts
A professional briefing team
from the United States Air Force
will be on the University of Puget
Sound campus on Friday, January 19. Included in the team are
Lt. Col. Elro M. Swindle, Major
Garrald H. Howland, and Major
Ronald P. Bockius.
At 2:00 p.m. the team will be
interviewed on channel 13. They
will then return to campus for
an 8:00 p.m. program that will be
presented in McIntyre 006 for
all interested students. Their presentation is entitled "The US
Space Program." It covers such
topics as problems incurred by
man and machine in aerospace
operations, review of different
space projects, and current and
future aerospace development.
Their presentation also includes
color slides and sound film clips
to augment the lecture. A question and answer period will be
held after the formal ijresentation.

Rates: Students, Faculty & Clubs - 3 lines 50c
Commercial - 3 lines $1.00
Rates for larger ads on request
Here's Where the Action Is . . . In the WANT ADS!
ANNOUNCEMENTS

PERSONALS

NOTICE! The Dean of Women must
be returned at once or all campus
privileges will be revoked!!
JOIN NOW! The Scottish Eclectically Xenophobic Youth (SEXY).
Recruiting officer will be on campus Monday, Jan. 15 9 p.m.-3 am.
in the SUB.
Automobiles for Sale
'52 Cad, original owner, 45,000 actual miles. Also 53 Cad for spare
parts. Both for only $350. Call
Doug Rawnsley, MA 7-0358.
A '60 SPRITE .-. Beautiful; rebuilt
engine, new paint - MUST SEE!
Call LO 4-9338.
'63 Karmann Gia, beautiful shape,
one owner, low mileage, new tires.
Call MA 7-4333.
Help Wanted

responsibility for anything that
goes wrong in the world. Dixon
Rice.

I hereby take all respons)bility for
anything wrong anywhere, Larry
Townsend.

INSTRUCTION

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE

EMPLOYMENT

I hereby absolve myself from all

Tutoring
Experienced freshman English tutoring. Call Donna Eriks, GR 46246.
MISC ELLANE US

For Sale
Used pair Kazarria skies for sale.
Best offer; must sacrifice. Contact
Bus. Mgr. in Trail, SC 214.
Girls -. Two large double rooms,
furnished, with bath refrigerator.
One block from UPS, 3319 No. 19th,
SK 2-0327.

To Place Your Want Ad, Dial

SR 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker

For Posters
Buttons
Beads
Items

318 So. 11th St.
Tacoma
MA 7-8342

two doo,s up from oPd Son Marche

A FEW DAYS LEFT!

A GORGEOUS
PIECE OF
FILM-MAKING r
S4T1JRDM' RCVICW

SMALL TALK:

Mistress of Macli iavellian Misc!, ief
Why does a little thing, such as a ring, sometimes cause so much concern? Cash? Don't be
naive, deane. Learn . . . then earn. Weisfield's
has a credit plan for students of promise.
See our big selection of bridal sets.

xlt

weisfiel&
JEW LEES

Downtown
925 Broadway
Lakewood
Vi]]a Plaza
Tacoma
Mall
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Todd elopes with ShellyDave is very angry
(Paid Advertisement)

JE

Proctor 'owge 1ctaurant

DINE IN A FRIENDLY HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE
CLOSE TO UPS
SELECT FROM A COMPLETE MENU AT RIASONABLE PRICES
2514 North Proctor

SK 9-8665

BUFF & HANS'
BARBER SHOP
RAZOR CUTS

SHOESHINE

MEN'S

HAIR STYLING

4

HAIRPIECES

BARBERS
Looking over latest recording release of the Adelphian Concert Choir, University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, Washington are, (left to right) Dr. Bruce Rodgers, Director of the Adelphians and the
University School of Music; Nancy Parker, Adeiphian vice-president, and Mark Redal, Adeiphian
president.

Adelph'i'an D*isc Released
Continuing with their series of

er works of a religious character:

and Judy Stell, sopranos plus in-

recordings the Acleiphian Concert

Inscriptions from the Catacombs

strumentalists Jacki Hofto, ac-

Choir of the University of Puget

by Normand Lockwood and

cordian, percussion and flute;

Sound, under the direction of Dr.

Psalm 117 by Jean Berger. Also

Rick Sprague, guitar and Peter

Bruce Rodgers, Director of the

included are several folk songs

Mercer, string bass.

University's School of Music, an-

with various types of instrumen-

nounces the release of their latest

tal accompaniment.

recording under the title. "Choral Colors," Vol. II. Recordings
are available now at the Univer sity Bookstore.
This latest recording has been

He loves me!
She's in a mad whirl of happiness, receiving a diamond
cut by Lazare Kaplan & Sons!
Its exquisite fire and extraordinary brilliance expless his
admiration and love.
Recognized among gem authorities as the world's finest cut
diamonds.

ounDen3ofl

This is the sixth recording
'made by the Adelphians under

Solo voices include Phil Jones,

the RCA Victor label. The others

tenor; Ray Fife, bass; Patricia

are "Great Moments in Song,"

Tooley, soprano; Richard McCul-

Vols. 1 & II; "'Mid the Fir

lough, tenor; Loyda Thomas, al-

Trees," "Choral Colors," Vol. I;

to; Sharon Mitchell, Judy Mayer

and "Sing a new Song."

5K 9-8586

6th & Cedar

Orira'

-7&

764 BROADWAy

TACOMA
BRoadway 2-4295

produced and published by Recorded Publications Company,
Camden, New Jersey and is custom processed and pressed by

DRY CLEANING

RCA Victor. It is a 12-inch LP
Stereo recording containing many
of the musical numbers which
formed the program of the choir
during their 1967 tour. Included
are six religious numbers from
various periods from the history
of western music plus two long-

Student Used
Book Assn.
Wed., Feb. 7
through Feb. 14
GB Room
Low Prices
ru

590
Skirts - Plain
59
Sweaters
$1 .00
Dresses
59
Pants
1 .00
Suits
1.00
Coats------------------------------------------------------------

GROOVE ON THIS
Blue Velvet
Conspiracy

---------------------------

---------------- ----------------------------

-----------------------------------------

posters, buttons, incense,
jewelry, black l;-t,
paints, etc.

Love and Peace!!.

--------- -----

---------------------

TUXEDO RENTALS

xxxxxxx

3/4 mi. from campus toward town

---------

--- - --------------- -------------------------------------------

PSYCHEDELIC SHOP
BOUTIQUE

open 11 AM to 6 PM &
8 PM to 11 PM

-------------------

-------------- ------------------------------------

3014 - 6th Avenue
BR 2-9555

For Girls, The Groovy Kind of
California Clothes
YOU Want
Also handmade rings, earrings,
and beadery. Turn on a
Friend at Christmas
with a gift from our shop.

HOUR,
SERVICE

1

NEW AND LATEST STYLES

-'

DINNER JACKETS
-

'-'

COMPLETE FORMAL
ATTIRE $8.75

CALL 5K 9-7262

Nv-Way Cleaners & Tailors
2502 No. Proctor St.
STUDENTS ONLY

